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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
My name is Angel Carracedo  and I am the director of the Institute of Legal Medicine of the University of Santiago de Compostela Spain.I’m going to talk about Genetics in Forensics since my main line of research is concentrated in this field of knowledge.



Moderador
Notas de la presentación
First of all let me introduce my group. This is the forensic genetic group at the Institute of Legal Medicine. A group like a big family that is carrying out an intensive work both in forensic genetics casework and in research.



FORENSIC GENETICS

CASEWORK:

Paternity testing

Criminal casework

Identification of human remains

Criminal DNA databases

Non human DNA typing

OTHERS: 

Toxicogenetics

Forensic Molecular Pathology

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
All this group, the same as more than 500 labs all over the world (more than 200 only in Europe) are working in forensic genetics. Forensic genetics can be defined as the application of genetics to the solution of legal conflicts. The type of genetic expertise requested by the legal authorities include paternity testing, criminal casework (this is to say biological samples found at the scene of the crime or in the victims), human identification cases and criminal DNA data basing. In addition new applications of genetics are arising such as non human DNA typing, toxicogenetics and molecular pathology  that are not going to be covered in this talk, but that represent an increasing activity in the field.



DNA Typing in Forensic Analysis

1985 1990 1995 2000

Blood groups

HLA

Serum proteins

Enzymes

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Before the discovery of DNA profiling, all forensic genetic casework (paternity testing, criminal casework, individual identification) was performed using classical serological genetic markers. Blood groups, HLA and polymorphic protein and enzymes were used for solving forensic genetic cases using immunological and electrophoretic methodologies. These genetic markers were nevertheless limited when it was necessary to analyze minimal or degraded material, which is commonly involved in forensic cases. It was, in addition, difficult to analyze biological material other than blood, and therefore the information obtained from hair, saliva and even semen in rape cases was rather limited. 



Jeffreys, A.J., Wilson, V., and Thein, S.L.  
Hypervariable minisatellite regions in human 
DNA. Nature 314 (1985) 67-73.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
As you all know, DNA typing or DNA profiling as it is now known, was first described in 1985 by Alec Jeffreys  and co-workers and it has had a tremendous impact in forensic genetics.DNA typing has advantages over traditional protein profling, first of all because it is more informative and can be analyzed in minute or degraded material since DNA is physically much more resistant to degradation than proteins. In addition, the same DNA genotype can be obtained from any tissue (i.e. blood, saliva, semen, hair, skin, bones) whereas the analysis of protein markers is restricted to cells where these proteins are expressed. 



ATCGGCTAGCTGATCGACGATGACCGTAG
CGTTGATCGGTAGGCTAGCTGAAACTTAAC
GGA
ATCTACGGATGGCTGACTGATG
ATCTACGGATGGCTGACTGATG
ATCTACGGATGGCTGACTGATG
ATCTACGGATGGCTGAGATG  Indels
ATTACTGATCGGTAGCTGAGCCAATGGCA
GTGATGGATGGTAGCTGAGTGCTGGACAT
GATA GATA GATA GATA GATA GATA GATA 
GATA

MinisatellitesMinisatellites

Microsatellites or STRs

SNPs

Copy Number Variants: CNVs represents a copy number change 
involving a DNA frament that is ~1 Kb or larger- Feuk et al 2006 Nature 
Genetics

INDELS
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Notas de la presentación
Alec Jeffreys discovered variation in minisatellites, non coding repetitive DNA sequences in the human genome.An important percentage of the non-coding DNA (50%) consists of repetitive sequences which can be divided into two classes: tandemly repetitive sequences and interspersed elements. The majority of forensic typing systems in current use are based on genetic loci with tandem repetitive DNA sequences.Tandemly repeated sequences can be found in satellite DNA, but from the forensic point of view regions of repetitive DNA much shorter than satellite DNA are more interesting. These regions can be classified into minisatellites and microsatellites or short tandem repeat (STRs). Minisatellites, otherwise known as VNTRs(variable number of tandem repeats) loci are composed of sequence motifs ranging from around 15-50 bp in length, reiterated tandemly for a total length of 500 bp-20Kb. STRs are much shorter. The repeat unit ranges from 2 to 6 bp for a total length between 50 bp to 500 bp.In addition, minisatellites and STRs have differences in their distribution in the human genome and probably in their biological function. Thus, minisatellites are more common in subtelomeric regions, whilst STRs are widely distributed throughout the human genome, occurring with a frequency of 1 locus every 6-10 kb. The origin of the variability seems to be different as well. Whilst unequal crossing over and even gene conversion are involved in the variability of minisatellites, replication slippage is mainly involved in the origin of the variability in microsatellites.The genetic variation between individuals in these minisatellites and STR systems is mainly based on the number of tandemly arranged core repeat elements, but also it is based on differences in the DNA sequence itself, since the repeats can have slight differences in the sequence.After the efforts of the human genome project, another source of variation has attracted  the interest of forensic geneticists: the single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs. These represent the most simple type of polymorphisms (a simple variation in a single base) and they are usually biallelic markers. More than 11 million SNPs have been identified so far and the HapMap project has provided information about the distribution of these SNPs in haplotype blocks in the human genome. SNP mutation rate is lower than in STRs and this is particularly interesting for some applications.Indels are variations of interest that are actually being explored for forensic use. CNVs are interesting in toxicogenetics and also for the investigation of genes involved in physical traits.  



DETECTION OF 
MINISATELLITES USING 
SLPs

DETECTION OF 
MINISATELLITES USING 
MLPs
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Notas de la presentación
Southern blotting  analysis of minisatellites with DNA probes have been used for paternity testing and forensic stain typing first using multilocus probes and then using SLPs. The multilocus approach proposed by Jeffreys and coworkers have a number of limitations concerning statistical interpretation and standardization.However until the introduction of STR analysis by PCR, minisatellite analysis with single locus probes was very popular in forensic laboratories. The main advantage of SLP analysis is the enormous variability of some of the minisatellites. The main disadvantages are the time needed for the analysis and especially the need for the relatively large amount of non-degraded DNA required for SLP typing. Since DNA extracted from forensic specimens is often degraded due to environmental conditions, these techniques have often failed to produce reliable results. 



DNA Typing in Forensic Analysis

1985 1990 1995 2000

Proteins

RFLPs

PCR / STRs

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) combined with the use of STRs has overcome these difficulties and it has strongly enhanced the usefulness of DNA profiling techniques in forensic science



Short Tandem Repeats (STRs)

7 repeats

8 repeats

AATG

ADVANTAGES OF STRs OVER SLPs

Amount of DNA required

Analysis of degraded samples

Time of analysis

Standardization and value of the evidence
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Notas de la presentación
The advantages of STRs over SLPs include the ....(see slide) Analysis of STRs by PCR is the method of choice for forensic identification nowadays. Dinucleotide STRs are the most common STRs in the human genome and are the genetic markers most commonly used for linkage analysis, although they are not being used in forensic science. The reason is that analysis of these STRs is affected by strand slippage during amplification, producing artifactual stutter bands. Nevertheless, tetra and pentanucleotide repeats appear to be less prone to slippage and are more suitable for forensic purposes. The percent of stutters is useful to identify and select ideal STRs for forensic purposes, since having a low percentage of stutters is critical for the analysis of mix stains. Some tetranucleotide STRs are known to have a good behaviour regarding these characteristics but specially pentanucleotides are ideal systems for analyzing mixtures.



Fluorocrhome technology-PCR multiplex
Capillary electrophoresis-Automation

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The introduction of fluorescent-based technology and the use of DNA sequencers and automated capillary sequencers have revolutionized the field, allowing the typing of large multiplexes (including up to 15 systems) as well as the automation of the typing procedure. 



Amelogenin

D19S433

TH01
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Multiplexing STRs
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
There are many multiplexes commercially available, the most popular being the Poweplex16 (Promega Corp) and the Identifiler (Applied Biosystems) which include 15 STRs plus the amelogenine (for gender identification).In general, the combined discrimination power of STRs is enormous and the probabilities of two unrelated individuals matching by chance (pM) are lower 10-15 for some of these large multiplexes . Results can potentially  be obtained in less than 5 hours with a spot of blood the size of a pinhead
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Notas de la presentación
Peternity testing cases are usually easily solved since the inheritance of the STRs strictly follow Mendelian laws. However single step mutation and more rarely double step mutations can occur in STRs and in such case the mutation rate should be included in the likelihood estimates. The same profiles from minimal amount of material can be obtained although the interpretation of profiles in case of degraded DNA and specially in the case of mixtures is not always easy.



Commonly Used STR Loci
STRs ESS/ISSOL CODIS DAD Profiler Prof. Plus Cofiler SGM Plus PowPlex16 Identifiler 
D3S1358 x x x x x x x x x 
VWA x x x x x  x x x 
FGA x x x x x  x x x 
Amelogenin (x)  x x x x x x x 
THO 1 x x x x  x x x x 
TPOX  x  x  x  x x 
CSF1PO  x  x  x  x x 
D5S818  x  x x   x x 
D13S317  x  x x   x x 
D7S820  x  x x x  x x 
D2S1338       x  x 
D8S1179 x x x  x  x x x 
D18S51 x x x  x  x x x 
D21S11 x x x  x  x x x 
D16S539  x    x x x x 
D19S433       x  x 
Penta D        x  
Penta E        x  
SE 33   x    (x) (x)  

 

 

(SE-Filer    /   PowerPlex ES)

ESS-ISSOL: THO1, VWA, FGA, D21S11, D8S1179, D3S1358, D18S51

4 bp-5bp in repeat 
unit

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
There are thousands of STRs but only a few are used in forensics that have been selected after a rigourous procedure of validation and standardization and is a variety of commercial multiplex available.



13 CODIS Core STR Loci with 
Chromosomal Positions

CSF1PO

D5S818

D21S11

TH01

TPOX

D13S317

D7S820

D16S539 D18S51

D8S1179

D3S1358

FGA

VWA

AMEL

AMEL
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Notas de la presentación
In different countries different STR sets are used but always some of them are common allowing comparison of DNA profiles and database exchange of information. In the  slide the loci used in the CODIS system (the one used in US) and the chromosomal location of the markers is shown.



MINISTRs

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The difficulties to analyze degraded material due to the size of the fragments have open a new tendency to use miniSTRs. These are usually obtained from classical STRs with new primers designs to produce shorter amplicons. They have demonstrated clear advantaged over traditional STRs in typing degraded material.MiniSTRs have also demonstrated to be very efficient in cases where the amount of DNA is critical (i.e. DNA from a few cells). 



Group I Group II
D10S1248 D12S391
D22S1045 D1S1656
D2S441 TPOX

Gill P, Fereday L, Morling N, Schneider PM.
New multiplexes for Europe-amendments and clarification of strategic 
development.
Forensic Sci Int. 2006 Nov 10;163(1-2):155-7. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The STR used are not static. Strategies are designed to substitute some old STRs for other more robust and efficient but without loosing intercomparison power in DNA databases.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/?Db=pubmed&Cmd=ShowDetailView&TermToSearch=16423481&ordinalpos=4&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVDocSum�


The DNA analysis procedure in 
forensics

DNA Extraction
(Chelex,
Organic,

Commercial columns,
FTA® Paper)

Quantification
(Optical Density,

Quantiblot
Fluorescence

TaqMan)

Multiplex STR
Amplification

(Identifiler,
Sefiler,

SGM Plus,
Powerplex16

Separation and 
allele size

determination

Data Analysis

Population 
genetics-Data

Statistical 
evaluation of 
the evidence

Communication
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Notas de la presentación
The procedure for STR profiling in forensics include DNA extraction, quantification, mutliplex STR amplification, electrophoretic separation of the fragments and allele size determination,  analysis of the data and interpretation, statistical evaluation of the evidence and report and communication.



Forensic LIMS
• Instruments Integration

Case
Registration

•DNA Extraction, 
Purification, 
Quantification,

•DNA Amplification

Exhibits

Barcode
Readers

Barcode
Printers

• Reports
• Population Statistics

Samples

• STR Database

•Case Tracking
•Methods Validation Support
• Electronic Signature
•Data Search
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Notas de la presentación
The majority of the labs, specially those with a high routine level, require for all the steps, laboratory intelligence management systems. This is also useful for quality management and accreditation usually required in most of the countries following ISO 17025 guidelines or similar ones.



Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Automation is required in high-throughput forensic labs but still forensic DNA typing require manual meticulous protocols to obtain the maximum yield from minimum amount of material.



DNA Typing in Forensic Analysis

1985 1990 1995 2000

Proteins

RFLPs

PCR / STRs

mtDNA sequencing

Y-chr markers

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
During the 90’s new markers were introduced in forensic complementary to STRs. Among them, polymorphisms in sexual chromosomes and mtDNA are the most important ones. 



Advantages of mtDNA analysis over nucDNA
There are thousands of copies of mtDNA in each cell compared to two copies of 
nucDNA, making mtDNA analysis a more sensitive assay, and thus, more successful 
on highly degraded specimens (e.g., old skeletal material and hair shafts)

HVI (~340 bp) HVII (~270 bp)

D-loop: Control region

tRNAPr
o

tRNAPh
e

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The mtDNA is a histone-free, double-stranded circular molecule. It is a compact genome with a noncoding region approximately 1,100 base pairs long, known as the control region which contains two hypervariable sections. The advantages of mtDNA analysis over nucDNA is that there are thousands of copies of mtDNA in each cell compared to two copies of nucDNA, making mtDNA analysis a more sensitive assay, and thus, more successful on highly degraded specimens (e.g., old skeletal material and hair shafts).Unlike nuclear DNA, mtDNA is maternally inherited. Barring mutation, the mtDNA sequence of siblings and all maternal relatives is identical.In these cases, samples of mtDNA variation can be analysed using a variety of strategies. The combination of PCR amplification with direct DNA sequencing is usually the ultimate choice for identification and it has proved to be a reliable and reproducible method in forensic casework 



Applications of mtDNA analysis in forensic genetics

Criminal casework: Low copy number specimens or lack of 
nuclear DNA- HAIR SHAFTS OR TELOGENIC HAIRS

Identification: Old skeletal remains-Highly degraded 
material- Civil cases and historical cases-Reconstruction of 
maternal lineages

LCN

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Analysis of the mtDNA Control Region is an efficient method for the study and comparison of bones, old and degraded DNA and, especially, the analysis of telogenic hairs.  It has proved to been specially good to reconstruct maternal lineages in historical cases. A well known example was the discovery of the skeletal remains of the Romanov’s family, the Szar family...



Primer L  (5’-3’)                                  Primer H Secuencia (5’-3’)
HVSI
L15997 caccattagcacccaaagct H16142 ttgtacggtaccataaatac
L16055 gaagcagatttgggtaccac H16157 actacaggtggtcaagtatttatggt
L16121 tactgccagccaccatgaat H16218 tacaagcaagtacagcaatc
L16131 caccatgaatattgtacggt H16236 ggctttggagttgcagttgatg
L16159 tacttgaccacctgtagtac H16260 ttggtatcctagtgggtgagg
L16185 acccaatccacatcaaaacc H16261 ctgcaactccaaagccaccc
L16209 cccatgcttacaagcaagta H16281 ttggtatcctagtgggtgagg
L16247 ctatcacacatcaactgcaa H16306 tgtacggtaaatggctttatgtactatg
L16254 cacatcaactgcaactccaaa H16313 ctatgtacggtaaatggctttatg
L16275 cacccctcacccactagga H16380 gtcaagggacccctatctgag
L16296 cccacccttaacagtacatagtacataa H16382 tggtcaagggacccctatct
H16401 tgatttcacggaggatggtg
H16410 gtcccttgaccaccatcctc

HVSII
L034 gagctctccatgcatttggt H255 tctgtgtggaaagtggctgt
L127 gagcaccctatgtcgcagta H405 ttttggcggtatgcactttt

Primers used for PCR amplification of mtDNA control region

Región Control

15997L
16555L

16159L

16380L

172L

370L

017H

599H
16236H

16401H 285H

408H

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Since the success in typing degraded samples depends on the size of the amplified fragemnts, instead of amplifying the hipervariable regions in single PCR reactions, the usual strategy is to divide the control region in small overlapping fragments as shown in the slide. 



Dissection of mitochondrial 
superhaplogroup H using coding region 
SNPs

Brandstätter A, Salas A, Niederstätter H, 
Gassner C, Carracedo A, Parson W.

Electrophoresis. 2006 Jul;27(13):2541-50

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Some mtDNA haplogroups can be disected using mtDNA SNPs from the coding region. This is the case of Haplogroup H which includes about 40-50% of the West Eurasian mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) samples investigated so far. In order to enhance discrimination within this haplogroup 45 coding region SNPs  were selected and this allows to ascribe samples to the main phylogenetic branches of super hg HV (that embraces hg H) and, in particular, to H sublineages with a much finer resolution than previous mehods.



Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Analysis of mtDNA is a valid method to be applied in forensic genetics and it is accepted in courts all over the world. However, problems such as mutation rate, heteroplasmy,  the statistical approach, make sometimes the interpetation difficult. High quality large databases are needed and the reference is EMPOP which aims at the collection, quality control and search facilities of mtDNA control region haplotypes from all over the world.  



Inheritance properties of the Y Chromosome

p

q

PAR 1
2.7Mb

PAR 2
0.32 Mb

Except for PAR 1 and 2

Y chromosome:

- is male specific
- haploid

- transmitted from father to son
unchanged unless a mutational
event takes place
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Notas de la presentación
Y chromosome specific polymorphisms have proved to be especially useful in forensic work. The applications of Y polymorphisms include from deficiency paternity testing when a male offspring is in question, to different applications in criminal casework. Y polymorphisms are especially interesting for the analysis of male DNA fraction in stains involving male/female mixtures, the most common biological material available in sexual crimes. Especially important is the use of these markers in cases where preferential sperm DNA extractions fails (this is estimated to occur in 5-15% of  forensic cases) and also in rapes committed by azoospermic individuals. Although the variation in the Y chromosome is low, the non-pseudoautosomal region still bears different kinds of polymorphisms including biallelic markers, STRs, and minisatellites. SNPs and STRs are the most interesting.



Lisboa, 15 Enero 2005

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The most used Y STRs are the trinucleotide repeat DYS392, and the tetranucleotide repeats DYS19, DYS385, DYS389-I, DYS389-II,  DYS390, DYS391, and DYS393. These STRs comprises the so-called minimum Y STR haplotype, but new STRs  have recently been described and extended haplotypes are currently used in forensic labs. Also, as shown in the slide, commercially validated Y-STR plexes are available, the most efficient ones containing the  European Minimal Haplotype, the STRs recommended by Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) and some additional ones.



http://www.ystr.org

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
As for mtDNA, statistical interpretation in cases of match is more complicated and appropriate corrections taking into account population substructure and sampling errors need to be performed. Population compilations are therefore very important and many efforts have been done regarding this. The Y Chromosome Haplotype Reference Database (YHRD) is the most important and widely used population database. 



* A - B (I - II) - Restricted to Africa

* C - D (V - IV) 
- Asia
- Australo-Melanesia
- North America

* E (III) - Africa
- Middle East
- Southern Europe
- Occasionally: Central Asia, Pakistan,   

America

* F-J (VI) - India
- Pakistan
- European Levant
- Central Asia
- America

* K - N (VIII) - Asia
- North Europe
- New Guinea

* O(VII) Southeastern Asia
Polinesia

* P(IX - X) - Asia
- India Pakistan
- Wide distribution:  Europe 

America
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Notas de la presentación
The same as for mtDNA Y crhomosome markers are uniparental markers and SNPs are essential to define Y haplogroups. This is important for population genetic purposes but also for forensic purposes. There are different SNP panels to define the different haplogroups in different popualations and an impotant progress has recently being made with the use of new sequencing technologies. 



Moderador
Notas de la presentación
STRs in the X-chromosome have actually being introduced and they are of interest for some deficiency paternity testing cases. A review of reference by Reinhard Szibor for those interested in this type of markers can be seen in the slide



DNA Typing in Forensic Analysis

1985 1990 1995 2000

SNP analysis

mtDNA sequencing

PCR / STRs

Y-chr markers

• Complicated paternity testing cases
• Degraded DNA
• Automated high throughput typing
• Trait analysis (character prediction)
• Geographical origin 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
SNPs have a number of characteristics that make them good markers for human identification. First, they have lower mutation rates than the STR  loci typically used for relationship analys. Second, SNPs can be analysed after PCR amplification of very short DNA- regions surrounding the substitution site, making SNPs preferable for anthropological and crime case investigations where the DNA is often degraded. Third, SNPs can be genotyped with a growing range of high-throughput technologies; an important factor in the implementation of large criminal DNA databases. SNPs, as binary polymorphisms, are comparatively easy to validate, because precise allele frequency estimates, required for the accurate interpretation of forensic genotyping data, can be obtained by analysing fewer samples compared to those needed for allele frequencies estimates of STRs. Finally SNPs can be used for new applications such as trait analysis or the analysis of ancestry of biological samples.  



SNPfor ID

The SNP for ID Consortium

The First Autosomal Multiplex
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Notas de la presentación
There are some SNP multiplexes avaliable developed and validated for forensic use. The most widely used and the one with a largest validation study was the multiplex developed by the SNPfor ID consortium which include 52 SNPs.



Selection criteria used

avoiding coding regions and STRs  - ensuring sufficient 
variability  - pre-screening candidates on sequence quality  -
genomic distribution to maximize segregation

A single multiplex PCR serves multiple platforms
• two simple genotyping systems:

SNaPshot         Genplex

SNPs as supplements to STRs: casework applications that 
require some of the SNP advantages such as  the importance 
of reduced amplicon size

Selecting SNPs for the SNPforID multiplex 
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Notas de la presentación
SNPs for forensic purposes need to be selected following specific criteria. In the case of the SNP for ID panel, the selection criteria used include to avoid coding regions and STRs, ensure sufficient variability, as well as to facilitate multiplexing. Candidate SNPs were pre-screened on sequence quality, genomic distribution to maximize segregation, and multiplexing ability, and the final multiplex was designed for multiple platforms, SNaPshot being the genotyping systems more widely used in forensic labs.SNPs are understood as supplementary markers to STRs, casework applications that require some of the SNP advantages such as the reduced amplicon size.



1350 samples + CEPH panel

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
SNP frequencies estimates were derived from the analysis of more than 2000 samples from populations all over the world, the discrimination power being similar in efficiency  to the STR multiplex in use. 



Saliva stains degraded for 147 days

81% complete SNP profile /STRs were only 18% complete 

Blood degraded for 243 days

100% full SNP profiles /only 9% with STRs

Low copy number from personal belongings

Full STR profile 24% / complete SNP profiles 92%

500pg

250pg

125pg

62pg

31pg

Forensic validation in critical samples

ISFG’05 Azores

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
SNPs improves mini-STR sizes to combat degradative process and for this reason they have proved to be specially useful in complicate samples and specially in DNA obtained from personal items.



SNP typing applications

WTC (New York)

11-M MADRID

Archeogenetics

Identification

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
SNPs have proved to be useful in some identification cases and also in archeological remains. They were used for instance in the WTC identification, in the Madrid 11-M bomb attacks or in the identification of remains of the Spanish civil war.



H1

H2

21 STRs 

1      H2

3      H1

P:    75%

21 STRs + 52 SNPs

1
1,193

P:         99.91%    H1

LR: LR:

21 STRs 

1      H2

897    H1

P:   99.89%

21 STRs + 52 SNPs

1
12,140,628,977      

P:   99.999999%   H1

LR: LR:

Half brothers?
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Notas de la presentación
They have also shown to be specially useful in complicated paternity cases, were complicated familial relationships need to be proved. This is the case shown in the slide where STR were not sufficient to give an opinion and SNPs helped to make conclusions. We are actually using SNP in 10% of paternity testing cases in our lab as complementary to STRs.



34plex AIM panel for the prediction of 
geographic origin of samples
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Notas de la presentación
A new application of SNP typing is the prediction of geographic origin of biological samples. This can be used for instance during the investigation of crimes to reduce the range of suspects. For this purpose ancestry informative markers can be used  that have strong allelic differences in populations and some panels have been designed as the 34plex shown in the slide developed by the SNPforID group. This panel includes population specific AIMs (fixed in one population and polymorphic in other), AIMS showing skewed freqeuncy among populations, SNPs fixed with different alleles in different populations and some tri-allelic SNPs also showing differences among populations. 



EUR
AFR

ASN

EUR
AFR

ASN

EUR AFR ASN

Classification 
likelihoods
(-log values)

Apparent 
success of 
SNPs
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Notas de la presentación
Statistic web accesible programs have been designed to determine the probability of ancestry assignement for different SNP panels.



3-D plots provide better depth in plotting 
divergence of population groups

Chinese - Taiwanese

Mozambican - Somali
Danish - Galician
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Notas de la presentación
3-D plots provide better depth in plotting divergence of population groups and helps to redefine SNP panels. There are SNPs panels for different situations, continents and countries.



casework application

• 7 STR profiles unmatched to suspects

• Presiding udge asked: are these 
profiles North African or European ?   i.e. 
a directed or closed population 
comparison

11-M ancestry analysis

• Contact trace extracts meant that DNA 
was very limited 
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Notas de la presentación
An example of this new type of application of forensic genetics were the Madrid 11M terrorist attack. The 11 March bombing of several commuter trains in the Spanish capital killed 191 people and injured another 1800. A month after the attack, suspects facing a police raid blew up their apartment, killing themselves and one police officer.In 2007, a judge ordered investigators to determine whether DNA recovered in the flat and other locations – and unmatched to any suspects – came from people of North African or European ancestry.Forensic geneticists normally rely on mitochondrial and Y-chromosome DNA to establish ancestry. But interbreeding among southern European and North African populations makes it hard to discern the two.To better resolve suspects' family origins, we genotyped the 34 AIM-SNP panel in the unmatched samples connected to the bombings.We determined that DNA scraped off a toothbrush from the bombed apartment almost certainly belonged to someone of North African ancestry, even though mitochondrial and Y-chromosome sequences indicated otherwise.Conventional DNA testing later confirmed the accuracy of the ancestry test, when a relative's DNA in a crime database was matched to Daoud Ouhnane, an Algerian who is suspected of planning the attacks and is still at large. Two other samples were assigned to North Africans, one to a European.



This person was European

Phillips C, Prieto L, Fondevila M, Salas A, 
Brión M, Montesino M, Carracedo A, Lareu 
MV. Ancestry analysis in the 11-M Madrid 
bomb attack investigation. PLoS One. 2009 
Aug 11;4(8):e6583.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The most important sample for the judge was the one in the bag with the explosives. In this case we could confirm that was extremely likely that the sample belongs to an European. The suspect has not be found yet.



Skin pigmentation GWAs
• Phenotypic extremes in S ASNs, 1.6M SNPs

• 3 critical coding SNPs in genes SLC24A5, SLC45A2 & TYR

• Additive: both within SNPs (alleles) and between SNPs

Physical traits
• Hair color (red hair is a single gene)
•Skin pigmentation
•Eye color
•Facial feautures
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Notas de la presentación
Scientists are working to identify genetic markers that influence facial features such hair, skin or eye color in the hopes of one day using DNA samples from crime scenes to reconstruct a perpetrator’s appearance. Some characteristics as red  hair are variations in single genes and are easy to analyze but, most are complex traits. The research of the genes involved in this traits is taking advantages of the new genomic technologies and particularly of GWAs (genome wide association studies). 



This person was European

... and had blue eyes:  rs12913832 = GG

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
A good example are again the items found in the Madrid 11 bomb attacks. We knew that the person who manipulated the bag with the explosives was very likely to be European but now we also know that he had probably blue eyes.



DNA Databases
• 1995
• 1996
• 1997
• 1998
• 1999
• 2000

• 2001
• 2002
• From 2002            Rest  of the UE countries, others 

England
New Zaeland, N. Ireland, Scotland
Netherlands, Austria
USA, Germany, Slovenia
Finland, Norway
Denmark, Switzerland, Sweden, Croatia, 
Bulgaria, Canada, Australia
France, Czech Republic
Belgium, Estonia, Lithuania, Slovakia
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From the beginning of the introduction of DNA technology it was realised that DNA databases would provide the criminal justice systems with an efficient way of crime solving and consequently some local databases were created. It was not until the introduction of the amplification technology linked to the analysis of short tandem repeats that a sufficiently sensitive and robust system was available for the formation of efficient and effective DNA databases. Comprehensive legislation enacted in the UK in 1995 enabled forensic scientists to set up the first national DNA database which would hold both personal DNA profiles together with results obtained from crime scenes. Other countries quickly followed but in some, the legislation has severely restricted the amount and type of data which can be retained and, therefore, effectiveness of the databases is limited. The widespread use of commercially produced multiplex kits has produced a situation in which nearly all laboratories around the world are using compatible system. However, the exchange of results between countries is hampered by the various legislations which currently exist. In this moment most of the Western countries have national DNA criminal databases with a variety of legislations from more restrictive (i.e. France) to more universal (i.e. U.K.) with a variety of requirements for data entry and protection, removal of data, or inclusion or not of DNA samples vs. DNA profiles.



SWGDAM

GEP-

ISFG

ISFG 
Japan

EDNAP
ENFSI

ISFG
DNA COMMISSION

PT COMMISSION

AABB ISFG-WG

ISFG 
China

wwwwwwwww.isfg.org
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Notas de la presentación
If DNA analysis is nowadays accepted in countries all over the world, it is in part due to the progress made in standardization.Standardization of forensic DNA analysis has made enormous progress in the last few years and this innovation in standardization is comparable to the introduction of DNA technology itself.Standards are crucial for forensic geneticists. This is due to the fact that only with an agreement about standards is it possible to develop quality control programs and quality assurance programs. In other words, standards are the only way to guarantee the judges, juries and the public that the tests performed and laboratory efficiency are reliable in any specific case.In addition, standards are necessary to allow for second opinions for the exchange of data between labs and for the creation of uniform searching procedures in cross border crime.Establishing common standards in Forensic DNA analysis is not easy due to the fact that very different legal systems exist as well as a variety of laboratories performing forensic genetic analysis. The success of the forensic geneticist in achieving common standards (at least compared with other aspects of forensic science and genetics) has been greatly facilitated because of the fact that a great number of them are members of the International Society of Forensic Genetics (ISFG) (www.isfg.org)  which has many national and international working groups actively involved in establishing common standards



The single most important advance 
in forensic science thinking is the realisation 
that the scientist should address the 
probability of the evidence

Still the area with most important challenges 
and need of standards

Statistics, interpretation and communication

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Although the advances in the field seems impressive, the single most important advance in forensic science thinking is the realization that the scientist should address the probability of the evidence. DNA statistics is still the area with most important challenges and need of standards. 



The forensic craftsman

Intuition

Heuristics

Experience

Absolute value of the
opinion

Ian Evett, 2002
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In words of the forensic statisticians Ian Evett the revolution in thinking by introducing the sattisitcal evaluation of the evidence  is so important that represent the 



The forensic scientist

Reasoning

Understanding

Data

Knowledge base

Probability of the
evidence given both
propositions

The forensic craftsman

Intuition
Heuristics

Experience

Absolute value of the
opinion

Ian Evett, 2002



14 15
16 18

Probabilistic expert 
systems

Bayesian networks

Gill and Buckleton, FSI: 
Genetics, 2009
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Notas de la presentación
An example of the difficulties is the so-called LCN debate, a problem not different than the statistical interpretation of mixtures and where only LR can give an appropriate framework for the interpretation. There is a  need for educational programs to inform practitioners in all parts of the criminal justice system. There is also a need for the specialist software to enable the probabilistic solutions to be fully implemented.



Moderador
Notas de la presentación
And that’s all. I have tried to present and overview of the field with an special attentions to new applications of DNA typing. I would like to thank the audience and specially my group for all the work they are doing in the field and for the excellent atmosphere they have been able to create despite the increasing amount of work.
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